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ABSTRACT 
It has been shown by Delosme and Morf that an arbitrary block matrix can be 
embedded into a block Toeplitz matrix; the dimension of this embedding depends on 
the complexity of the matrix structure compared to the block Toeplitz structure. Due 
to the special form of the embedding matrix, the algebra of matrix polynomials relative 
to block Toeplitz matrices can be interpreted directly in terms of the original matrix 
and therefore can be extended to arbitrary matrices. In fact, these polynomials turn 
out to provide an appropriate framework for the recently proposed generalized 
Levinson algorithm solving the general matrix inversion problem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Levinson algorithm for inverting a Toeplitz matrix has been recently 
generalized to accommodate arbitrary nonsingular matrices via the introduc- 
tion of a Toeplitz distance concept [7, 8, 121. The Toeplitz distance of a 
matrix is a measure of the complexity of the algebraic structure of the matrix 
considered with respect to the Toeplitz structure. It turns out that the 
computational cost for inverting a given matrix increases linearly with its 
Toeplitz distance d; more precisely, the inversion can be performed with the 
help of the generalized Levinson algorithm at the cost of 0( (d + 2)““) 
operations, where n is the matrix order. 
It has been observed by Delosme and Morf [4] that the recursions 
involved in the generalized Levinson algorithm could be deduced from an 
appropriate block Toeplitz embedding of the given matrix to be inverted. On 
the other hand, it has been shown that Schur parameters can be associated to 
an arbitrary positive definite matrix in essentially the same way as in the 
Toeplitz case [7, 11, 141, which further emphasizes the significance of 
approaching the properties of the generalized Levinson and Schur algorithms 
from this viewpoint. However, little attention has been paid to date to the 
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block Toeplitz embedding mentioned above, and the algebra underlying the 
generalized Levinson algorithm has been investigated quite independently. 
The aim of this paper is to give a detailed analysis of the algebraic 
properties of the block Toeplitz embedding of an arbitrary matrix. When 
revisited at this light, the properties of the generalized Levinson algorithm 
appear to be rather obvious in the sense that they can be directly obtained 
from a suitable degenerate form of the standard Levinson algorithm. Thus, as 
a somewhat paradoxical consequence, it turns out that the generalized 
Levinson algorithm can also be viewed as a degenerate Levinson algorithm. 
The paper is organized in two main sections. In Section 2, the algebra of 
polynomials relative to a block Toeplitz matrix is studied under the following 
classical hypothesis: all upper left block Toeplitz submatrices are assumed to 
be nonsingular. Known results about such polynomials [2, 3, 5, 9, 10, 131 are 
reviewed and extended. In particular, for fields of characteristic different from 
two, it is shown how polynomials of the second kind can be defined from an 
arbitrary block Toeplitz matrix in the same manner as Szego’s second kind 
polynomials are defined in the positive definite Hermitian case. The im- 
portant duality inherent in the theory of block Toeplitz matrices is em- 
phasized by introducing dual families of first and second kind polynomials. A 
notation of formal transposition is used to enhance this duality. The relations 
between these various polynomials are then investigated in detail. The main 
result is a parametrization of a block Toeplitz matrix in terms of a double 
sequence of matrix parameters, a natural generalization of the Schur-Szego 
parameters classically associated with a positive definite Hermitian block 
Toeplitz matrix [6]. It is shown how these parameters can be computed 
directly from the given matrix by means of an appropriate extension of the 
classical Schur algorithm. It turns out that the formal transposition reduces to 
the usual conjugate transposition when the block Toeplitz matrix is Hermi- 
tian. Some restrictive hypothesis has to be made, however, in order to carry 
over this interpretation of the formal transpose to the formalism of Schur 
parameters. The hypothesis in question appears to be automatically satisfied 
in the case of a positive definite matrix, where all results reduce to well-known 
algebraic properties of the matrix polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle. 
In Section 3, it is first shown how an arbitrary block matrix can be 
embedded into a well-defined block Toeplitz matrix, whose block size de- 
pends on the Toeplitz distance of the given matrix [4]. All results established 
in Section 2 are then specialized to the embedding block Toeplitz matrix, 
which has a very simple algebraic structure, and are interpreted directly in 
terms of the given embedded matrix. As a consequence, the properties of 
block Toeplitz matrices mentioned in Section 2, regarding primal and dual 
families of first and second kind polynomials, Schur parameters, etc., turn out 
to admit simple extensions to arbitrary block matrices. In fact, these exten- 
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sions are straightforward, since they are essentially obtained from the block 
Toeplitz results via a “reduction” process. The polynomials generated in this 
way provide an appropriate framework for the generalized Levinson and 
Schur algorithms. (See [7], [8], [ll], [14] in that respect.) 
2. BLOCK TOEPLITZ MATRICES 
Let P,, be a block Toeplitz matrix of order (n + 1)9, over any field, written 
in the form 
co c; . . . c; 
Cl co ... CA_, 
p*=. . 
. . 
c, c,_, ... c, 
0) 
where the blocks C, and C; have order 9. Throughout the paper, P,, and all its 
upper left principal submatrices Pa, P,, . . . , P,_ i are assumed to be nonsingu- 
lar. 
2.1. First Kind Polynomials 
Denote by A, = [A,,,, Ak,k_l,.. .+&,I and Bk = LB,,,, B,,,_,,. . . ,&,I, 
respectively, the last and the first block row of P;‘, i.e., the solutions of 
Ad’k = [O, $1, B,Jk = [Z,,O]. (2) 
The 9 x 9 matrix polynomials A,(z)=Cf=,A, izi and B,(z)=Cf=,B, i.zi 
are referred to as the first kind polynomials relative to Pk. These polynomials 
are readily seen to satisfy the descending recurrence relations Ak(z) - 
X,B,(z)=A,~,(z)andB,(~)-Y~A~(~)=zB~~~(z),wheretheq~qmatrix 
parameters X, and Yk are given by 
X,= -A,_, [;:], Yk= -Bk_l/)11. (3) 
The matrices I, - X,Y, and I, - YkXk are invertible in view of the nonsingu- 
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larity of Pk and Pk_l. Hence the recurrences above can be written in 
ascending form as follows (see [2], [3], [9], [lo] in that respect): 
with 
(‘,-XkYk)-l o I, xk 
(z,-YkXk)-l 
I[ 1 
‘k ‘, ’ 0 
(5) 
The relations (3) and (4) are the basis of the block Levinson algorithm. 
2.2. Second Kind Polynomials 
It turns out that second kind polynomials can be associated with an 
arbitrary block Toeplitz matrix P,, over a field of characteristic * 2 in 
essentially the same way as in the classical Hermitian positive definite case 
[5]. To see this let us consider the two polynomial matrices 
F,(z) = G, +2 ; c$, FL(z) = c, +2 6 CI(z’, 
i=l i=l 
together with the corresponding block-gradient matrices 
c0 c, 2c; . . . 
2c, co co ... 
.Lk= . . , > L; = 
2& 2c;_, . . : c, 
2ci 
2c;_, 
c, 
(6) 
(7) 
Obviously, Lk + L; = 2Pk. Let us then define the second kind poly&xniaI.s 
Gk(z) and Hk(z) from Ak(z) and Bk( x) by 
G,(z) = [Ak(z)Fk(z)l k, nkHk(,d)= [zkBk(Z-‘)&!!(Z)]k, (8) 
where the symbol [D(z)]k stands for the reduction of D(z) modulo zk+‘. 
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With the block rows G, = [Gk, k, G,, k_l,. . . , G,, a] and H, = 
[Z&k, H, k-r,..., H,,,] built on the expansions Gk(z) = Ef=oGk,izi and 
Hk(z) = ffcOHk, izi, the definition (8) can be rewritten as 
G, = A&,, H,=B,L',. (9) 
Apart from a normalizing left factor C; ‘, the second kind polynomials Gk( a) 
and Hk( z) relative to Pk can be viewed as first kind polynomials relative to the 
block Toeplitz matrix pk = b(Lk'+ L;-')=L,'P,L;-'= L;-'P,L;'. In- 
deed, from (2) and (9) one deduces 
C,G,& = [O, Zq], C,H,&= [Zq,O]. (10) 
Moreover, the obvious identity [0, C{ ‘I= [O,Z,](2& - Lk ') postmultiplied 
by Zri ’ yields, in view of (2) and (lo), the expressions 
G, = 2[0, Z,] - A,L;, H,=2[Z,,O]-BkLk, . 01) 
which can be alternatively rewritten as 
Hk(Z) = 2zkz, - [Bk(z)Fk(z)l k’ 
(12) 
Since they are first kind polynomials relative to pk, the polynomials G,(n) 
and Hk( z) satisfy recurrence relations of the form GkP i(z) = G_,(z) - xk Hk( z) 
and zZ!Zk_ r(z) = Hk( z) - YkGk( z) with parameters xk and Yk determined as 
in (3). From the identities xk = - xk and rk = - Yk, easily verified by direct 
computation, it appears that the ascending version of these relations can be 
expressed as 
with the same W, as in (5). Let us then introduce the 29 X2q matrix 
polynomial Qk(z), termed the transfer matrix, given by 
A,(+, +Gk(z) Ak(z)CO - Gk(Z) 1 B,(z)C,- H,(z) B,(z)C,+H,(Z) ' (14) 
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From (4) and (13) it appears that &(z) can be factorized as Qk(z) = W,(Z, 
+ .zZq)Qk_r(z), where t stands for the direct sum, and hence as 
since QO( z) = Zsq in view of (2) and (10). 
To end up this section, let us point out that the definition of the transfer 
matrix can be extended to arbitrary fields (including those of characteristic 
two). Indeed, in view of (6), (8), and (12) one can write (14) in the form 
Qkb) = 
[Ak(z)Cf=OCiZi] k - [ Ak( z)C;clCizi] k I -zkz,+[Bk(Z)~~=gc~Zi]k Zkzq+[Bk(Z)C~=lCiZilk ’ 
(16) 
which makes sense for any field. It turns out that the result (15) is valid when 
Qk( z) is defined by (16) even in the case of characteristic two. 
2.3. Dual First and Second Kind Polynomials 
LetusdenotebyA;=[A~k_i:i=O,...,k]TandB;=[B~~k~i:i=0,..., 
k]‘, respectively, the last and the first block column of Pr ‘, i.e., the solutions 
of 
PkA; = [O, $1 r, P,B; = [zq,olT. (17) 
In view of (2) and (17) is appears that A; and B; are the transpose versions of 
the block rows A, and B, obtained from replacing Pk by Pf. The resulting 
q X q matrix polynomials A;(z)=Cf=,A’,,izi and B;(z)=C~=,B;,~Z~ are 
called the duul first kind polynomials relative to Pk. 
To emphasize the duality omnipresent in the theory, it is very useful to 
make systematic use of a notation of formal tranqwosition, represented by a 
prime, for various types of matrices and block matrices. It turns out that the 
usual rules of transposition are satisfied throughout the theory. For example, 
one has (Z,Z,)‘= ZLZ; and Z’= [Zk] for a block matrix Z = [Z,,]. It turns 
out that the properties of dual polynomials can be derived from their primal 
counterparts by formal transposition (with the convention Ch = C,, yielding 
Pi = Pk.. It is interesting to have in mind that the formal transposition 
reduces to the conjugate transposition in case Pk is a complex Hermitian 
matrix. 
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Let us write down the ascending recurrence relations for dual first kind 
polynomials, namely 
in terms of the 29 X2q matrix 
I, Y; (I,-Y;x;)-' 1 II 0 w; = x; 1, 1 09) 0 (I,-x;r;)_' ’ 
defined from the dual parameters XL = - [C;, . . . , C;]A;_ i and Yi = 
- [c,,...,c,]B;P,. 
The dual second kind polynomials G;(z) and H;(n) relative to Pk are 
defined by formal transposition of (8) and (9), i.e., G; = L;A; and Hi = L,B;. 
With the help of these polynomials let us then introduce the dual transfer 
matrix 
G,A;b)+G;(d W;(z) - K(z) 
1 C,,A;(z)-G;(z) C,B;(z)+H;(z) ’ 
(20) 
This can be factorized in the form 
(21) 
2.4. Duality Relations 
This section is devoted to deriving intimate relations between the primal 
and dual polynomials. To that end let us introduce the q X q matrices 
M, = A,,, = 40, Nk = B k,k = Bi,k, (22) 
i.e., the right lower block and the left upper block of Pi’. It is clear that M, 
and Nk are nonsingular. From the recurrence relations (4) and (18) one 
deduces 
M k_l = M, - X,R,,, = Mk - B;,,X;, 
(23) 
Nk_i = Nk -YkAk,;= Nk - A$+Y;, 
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and 
A k,k = X,N,, A;,k = W;, 
(24) 
B, k a =Y,M,, B;,o = MkY;. 
Using (23) and (24) together with A,,, = AkPkB; = B;,, and B,,, = BkPkA; 
= A;.,, resulting from (2) and (17), one obtains the key result 
Mkt(-Nk)=Wk[Mk-lt(-Nk-l)IW~. (25) 
In view of (15) and (21), this implies that the dual polynomials can be 
deduced from their primal counterparts via the remarkable identity 
O;(z-‘)[M;lt(-IZT,-l)]Qkt~)=C~t(-C~). (26) 
From (4), (18), and (25) one further obtains the relation 
A;(z)Mi%(l) - B;(+‘,-‘B,(l) 
= A;_,(z)M&A,_,(S) - zSB;_,(z)N,-‘,B,_,(S), 
(27) 
whence the Christoffeel-Darboux fmula [5, 7, 131 
A;(z)M,lA,({)- z[B;(z)N,-‘B,(l) = (l- z{) 5 B,!(z)N;‘Bi(l). 
i=O 
(2% 
Let us then define the upper block triangular matrix 
B k,k B,,,-, ... Bk,O 
B * * ’ k-l,k-1 B k-1,0 
Jk = 3 (2% 
. . 
B,,o _ 
its dual ./i by formal transposition of (29), and the block diagonal matrix 
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Dk=N&N;$+ ... + N; ‘. Using (2) and (17) one can easily prove that 
Pi1 admits the block triangular factorization [15] 
Pi1 = ];D&. (30) 
With an arbitrary matrix polynomial R(Z) = Cy+Ri zi let us associate the 
block gradient matrices 
Ro 
f-4 %I 
~k[fwl= . . . . 
k, A,_, 
3 
. . . Ro_ 
R, R, ..e R, 
-% [Jwl = 
R, ... R,_, 
9 * . 
kc3 _ 
(31) 
for any k < n. It turns out that (30) can be rewritten with the help of the 
Christoffel-Darboux formula (28) in the form 
Pi1 = L’,[A’,(z)]L,[M,lAk(z)] -L;[zB;(z)]L,[zN,‘R,(z)], (32) 
which is the Trench fmula for the inverse of a block Toephtz matrix (see [l], 
P31, WI, P71). 
2.5. Schur Parameters 
For further progress it is useful to consider factorizations of the matrices 
M, and Nkr given by (22) of the form 
Mk = U,A,U;, Nk = V’ArVL, (33) 
where A, and Ai are diagonal matrices with diagonal elements f 1, while U,, 
UL, V,, and VL are suitable nonsingular matrices. Let us then introduce 
rwrrnulized versions of the transfer matrices &(n) and Q;(n) by 
S,(z)=(U,tV,)_‘Q,(z)(U,t-V,), 
(34) 
S;(z)=(U~+~)Q;(z)(u;-+v;)-l. 
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From (26) (33), and (34) it appears that the normalized transfer functions 
satisfy 
S;(z-‘)[A,t(-A,)lS,(z)=A,t(-A,). (35) 
Next, from the matrices W, and Wi let us construct the matrix polynomials of 
first degree 
By (15) and (21), these polynomials are the factors of the normalized transfer 
functions S,(z) and S;(z), in the sense that 
(37) 
On the other hand, in view of (25) and (33) Rk(z) and R;(z) are related by 
the same identity as (35), i.e., 
R;(Z-l)[AOt(-Al)lRk(Z)=AOt(-A1). (38)
Let us now examine in detail the structure of the factors Rk( z) and R;(z). 
By definition, one has Rk(z) = R,(l)(Z, t zZq) and R;(Z)= (Zq j- zZ,)R’,(l). 
Note that the upper left and lower right 9 x 9 submatrices of R,(l) and R;(l) 
are nonsingular. Then, as shown by direct verification, (38) means that R,(l) 
and R;(l) can be written in the form 
where E, and EL are 9 x 9 matrices such that A0 - E,A,E; and A, - E;A,E, 
are nonsingular, while Dok, D,,, D&., and Dik are 9 X 9 matrices subject only 
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D&A&, = (A, - E,A,E;) - ‘, D;,A,D,, = (A, - E;A,E,) ~ ‘. 
(40) 
Let us briefly comment on the “uniqueness” of the representation (39) for 
a given choice of the matrices U,_ i and V’_ i. From (36) and (39) it appears 
that E, and EL are uniquely determined as 
E, = AOU~~iXkVk-i, E; = A tV,-‘,YJJ, _ 1. (41) 
Then it is readily checked that the arbitrary factors in the solutions Dik, I& of 
(40) correspond exactly to the arbitrary factors in the matrices U, and V, 
involved in (33). 
The matrices E,, . . . ,E, and E;,. . . , Ei are called the primal and dual 
Schur parameters of I’,. It turns out that P,, is uniquely determined from these 
parameters, via (39) and (37), for a welldefined choice of the solutions 
Dik, Dik of the relations (40). More precisely, given 9 X 9 matrices E, and EL 
(k=l,..., n) such that the matrices A,, - E,A,E; are nonsingular (implying 
the same for Ai - EL A,E,), to any prescribed choice of the solutions Dik, Di;, 
corresponds a unique block Toeplitz matrix P, having the E, and EL as primal 
and dual Schur parameters. It will be shown later on how, in some particular 
cases, one is naturally led to consider “canonical” solutions of (40) and hence 
canonical Schur parameters. 
Let us now discuss the question of determining the Schur parameters 
directly from the block Toeplitz matrix P,,, via a formal extension of the 
classical Schur algorithm. Consider the (9, q>partition of the normalized 
primal transfer matrix, namely 
Sk(4 = I sP(4 $w sLO( 2) s:y z) 
From the blocks of (42) define both rational matrices 
(42) 
*f(z) = z-‘!gyz) -‘s,oyz>, q;(z) = z-lsp( z-l) - ls:O( z-l). 
(43) 
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In view of (14) and (34) these functions can be written in terms of the primal 
polynomials associated with Pk in the form 
‘I$‘(z)=z-‘U,-‘[A,(z)C,+G,(z)]-‘[A,(n)C,-G,(z)]V,, 
9;(z)= z-‘V,-‘[B,(z-‘)C, + H,(f’)] -l[Bk(Z-l)c~ - i&(2-‘)]U,. 
(44 
It is then readily verified that ‘Pi(z) and ‘Pi(z) are analytic at the origin 
z = 0. On the other hand, from the polynomials (6) built on the blocks of Pk 
define the rational matrices 
O;(z)= z-‘V,-‘[CT,, + F,‘(z)] -‘[Co - F,(z)]U& 
(45) 
In view of (8), one has [ \ki(z)lk = [cP~(x)], for i = 0,l [which means that the 
Maclaurin expansions of q:(z) and Q;(z) coincide up to the coefficients 
of zk]. 
Next, for j= 1,2,. .., k, consider the matrix polynomial 
(46) 
and its (4, q>partition S,,Az) = [S,“,“j:O < u, 0 < 11. Similarly to (43), define 
the rational matrices qf:Jz) = ~-~S~&z)-~S~~j(z) and ‘I’:, j(z) = 
~-lS~~~z-‘)-‘S~~~z-‘>, whrch are readily seen to be analytic at the origin. 
From (39) and (46) it follows that the Schur parameters Ej and El are given 
by 
Ei= Aa*j,j(O)> EJ = A$‘;, j(O). (47) 
Moreover, the identity Sk, j+ i( z) = Sk, ,(z)R,( z)-‘, resulting from (46), yields 
the recurrence relations 
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since R/z)-’ = [A, j-( - A1)]R\(z-l)[A, f-( - Al)] in view of (38). Thus 
(47) expresses the fact that the right members of (48) are analytic at the 
origin. 
The relations (47), (48) directly lead to the Schur algorithm for computing 
the Schur parameters E,, . . . ,E, and E;, . . . ,E;. The algorithm in question is 
simply obtained from using @L(Z) instead of *L(z) as the initial function 
*L,,,(z) in (48), for i = 0,l. In view of the crucial property [@:(z)]~ = 
[ \k;( z)] k, this substitution indeed does not affect the conclusion (47). In fact, 
the functions @L, j(~) produced by the Schur algorithm (47), (48) with the 
initialization a;, i( z) = @L(z) satisfy 
(49) 
Without going into details, let us finally mention that the formal transposi- 
tion yields a dual version of the Schur algorithm, based on the following 
recurrence relations: 
2.6. The Hermitian Case 
Assume now the block Toeplitz matrix P,, to be Hermitian over the 
complex field. The results of the preceding sections can be interpreted 
according to the following rule: any formal transpose (“prime” symbol) is 
identified with the conjugate transpose (“tilde” symbol). Thus one has 
A; = A,, Xi = Xk, Wi = tik, A;(z) = d,(Z), etc. Note that M, and Nk are 
Hermitian matrices. 
In view of Sylvester’s law of inertia, an additional hypothesis has to be 
introduced however to make this rule still valid in Section 2.5. The possibility 
of choosing Vi 4 4 in (33) for all k means that M,, M,, . . . , M, have the same 
signature as A,, necessarily equal to the signature of C,, since MO = Ci l. 
Since Mk -!- ( - Nk) has signature zero, in view of (25) and No = M,, it then 
automatically follows that N,, Nl, . . . , N,, also have the same signature as C,,, so 
that the choice VL = Vk in (33) is legitimate, with Ai = IT-‘AelI for any 
permutation matrix II. Thus the required additional hypothesis simply is that 
the matrices M, have equal signatures. Then it suffices to choose A, and A, 
with the same signature as C, in order to make the transposition rule 
applicable throughout Section 2.5. 
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Note in particular that the double sequence of Schur parameters reduces 
here to a single sequence, since E; equals 8,. Let us emphasize that both 
conditions (40) are equivalent. More precisely, the only restriction on the 
Schur parameter l& is that A, - E,A,E’, has the same signature as A,; this 
implies that A, - E,A,E, has the same signature as A,. 
Consider now the important situation where the block Toeplitz matrix I’,, 
is positive definite. It is clear that all matrices M, and Nk are then positive 
definite, so that the hypothesis above is obviously satisfied, with A, = A, = I,. 
In this case one is naturally led to adopt the Hermitian square roots, i.e., 
Dak = (I9 - E,E,)- ‘1’ and Dlk = (I4 - J?‘,E,)- ‘I’, as “canonical” solutions 
for the factorization (40). This yields the canonical Schur parameters E,, . . . ,E, 
of the positive definite block Toeplitz matrix P,, (see [6]). 
3. BLOCK TOEPLITZ EMBEDDING OF AN ARBITRARY MATRIX 
Let 9” = [&, j: 0 < i, j< n] be a square matrix of order (n + l)p, with 
blocks Pi, j of order p. The upper left principal submatrices 9Jk = [Pi, j: 
O~i,j~k]areassumedtobenonsingularfork=O,l,...,n.Forfutureuse 
let us also introduce the principal submatrices 9; = [Pi,; 1~ i, j< k + 11 for 
k=O 1 , ,*-*> n - 1. 
The Toeplitz distance T of 9,, is defined to be the rank of the difference 
9 n_ r - ??z_ i (see [8]). Note that a block Toeplitz matrix has Toeplitz distance 
zero. If 9,, has Toeplitz distance r, one can write 
where l? is a diagonal matrix of order r with diagonal elements * 1, while q,, 
is an np X r and q,‘, an r X np matrix, both of full rank r. 
Consider the partitioning 9: = [Or, D& . . . , D,‘] and q,!, = [D;, DL, . . . , 
Di] with p x r blocks D, and r x p blocks 0;. In addition, set Do = 0 and 
04 = 0. Using the idea of Delosme and Morf [4], let us construct from ‘??” the 
block Toeplitz matrix I’,, of the form (l), whose blocks have order 4 = p + T 
and are defined by 
c,= (52) 
for k=O,l,..., n, where S is the Kronecker symbol. Note that Co = Ch = Po,o 
+ r. To better emphasize the link between Tk and Pk, let us introduce the 
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matrix polynomials 
with Qk(x) = Cfi=,,D,z” and 9);(x) = Cf+D/z’. Using the notation (31) for 
block gradient matrices, one easily derives from (51) and (52) the remarkable 
identity 
L,[T,(z)]P,L;[T~(z)]= [Pi,jt6i,jT:0<i, j<k]. (54) 
This immediately yields det Pk = (det r) k+ ’ det Tk, implying that Pk is nonsin- 
gular. On the basis of the block Toeplitz embedding (52), (54) it is shown in 
the sequel how the algebraic theory of block Toeplitz matrices can be 
extended to arbitrary matrices. This approach provides an appropriate frame- 
work to discuss the main properties of the recently proposed generalization of 
the Levinson algorithm [7, 81. 
3.1. First Kind Polynomials 
Let us define the p X p matrix polynomials @,( z ) = C:=,&,, i z i and the 
q x p matrix polynomial ak( Z) = Cf,,%j i~i built on the solutions &k = 
[&k,k’@.J~r”“~ &Ck,a] and 9?1~=[%~,,,&~,,_, ,..., ak,a] of the linear sys- 
tems 
@$)k = [o, Ip] > (55) 
Note that (55) coincides with (2) in case 9?n is a block Toeplitz matrix (i.e., 
T = 0, q = p). In the sequel, ek( Z) and ajk(z) are referred to as the first kind 
polynomials relative to ok. From (54) it is easily verified that the first kind 
polynomials Ak(z) and Bk(z) relative to Pk can be expressed in terms of 
Gk(z) and Qk(.z) as 
&(X)= [%,k(&?@+i)], (56) 
where W;(Z) and a:(z) are given by 
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From (3), (52), and (56) it follows that the recurrence parameters X, and Yk 
have the form 
x, = [%;,o]‘, Yk = [%O], 
with %k a p X q matrix and %k a q X p matrix determined from ek_ i(z) and 
CB’k-1(~) via 
It is then readily shown from (4), (56), and (58) that the first kind polynomials 
relative to qk and qk_i satisfy the recurrence relation 
(W 
with the (p + q) X (p + q) matrix wk given by 
~ = (I,-%k%k)-l ’ ‘, %k 
k I I[ 1 (61) 0 (zq-%$&-l ‘k ‘q ’ 
The relations (59) and (66) are the basis of the generalized Levinson algorithm 
[7, 81. Note finally that (5), (58), and (61) yield 
w, = f-qz, j-%&)s2, (62) 
where Q is the 29 x2q permutation matrix 
(63) 
3.2. Second Kind Polynomials 
With the help of the Toeplitz embedding (52), (54) one can also construct 
second kind polynomials as in Section 2.2. Let us examine this point in some 
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detail. From (6) and (52) it appears that Fk(z) has the form 
F,(+ TkF) - @yF , 
[ 1 
with Fk( x $ defined from 9k to be 
k 
Tk(Z) = Po,a +2 c Pi& (65) 
i-0 
Similarly, Fi( Z) is the formal transpose of (64), and is obtained from substitut- 
ing PiI = Po,i for Pi,, in (65). Hence the second kind polynomials (8) relative 
to Pk can be written with the help of (56) in the form 
- qf(z)I? 
1 1, ’ 
&(Z)= [&(+%3;(@], @) 
where the p X p and q X p matrix polynomials gk(z) and X,(z), referred to 
as the second kind polynomials relative to qkk, can be expressed as follows: 
@k(Z)= [@k(Z)~&)]k, &(z)=2zk 
[ 1 Ip - akb)TkTk(Z)]kT 0 [ (67) 
in view of (8), (12), and (64). Denoting by c, = Lk[ %k( z)] and CL = 
L;[ ‘Y;(z)] the block-gradient matrices (31) associated with gk(n) and FL(z), 
let us introduce the matrix qk = e; ‘??k)kC;-l. As in the block Toeplitz case, it 
then appears that, apart from normalizing left factors Pa;: and Ci’, the 
second kind polynomials S,(Z) and X,(Z) can be viewed as first kind 
polynomials relative to gk. Indeed, from (51) one first deduces the relation 
?P”_i - !Q_i = Q”I?q, with a,, = - 1?,!,9~r, and qi,: similarly by formal 
transposition. Next, (67) can be rewritten as 
which immediately yields, via (56), the property claimed above, namely 
(69) 
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In view of (13), (62), and (Se), the second kind polynomials ‘Sk(z) and 
X,(Z) satisfy the same recurrences as gk(z) and %,Jx), except for a change 
of sign of the parameters, i.e., 
(70) 
Moreover, the transfer matrix (14) simplifies via (56), (63), and (65) into 
2?,(z)= $ 
I 
@kb%J,O + gk(Z) @kb)p”,O - gk(Z) 2%%4r 1 Qk(x)pO,O - xk(z> Qkb)pO,O + xk(x) 2%%)r ’ 
(72) 
where a,(z), called the transfer matrix relative to CPkk’ is the following 
(p + 9)X(p + 9) matrix: 
As an immediate consequence of (15), (62), _and (71), the transfer matrix 
admits the factorization 
(73) 
3.3. Dual First and Second Kind Polynomials 
As in the block-Toeplitz case, dual first kind polynomials W;(z) and 
a;(x), of respective dimensions p X p and p X 9, are built from the formal 
transpose of (55). Then, dual second kind polynomials g;(z) and X;(Z) are 
defined via the formal transpose of (66), (67). The properties of these dual 
polynomials will not be written down explicitly, since they can be deduced in 
a straightforward manner from those quoted in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, by use of 
formal transposition. Let us however mention the dual transfer matrix 2?;( x ), 
i.e., the formal transpose of (72), and its main properties (71), (73). 
3.4. Duality Relations 
The relations between the primal and dual polynomials relative to Ty, 
follow immediately from the corresponding relations for block Toeplitz 
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matrices. To see this, one first deduces from (22) and (56) 
where 91Zk and UX7L, are given by 
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(74) 
Next, it appears from (62) and (74) that (25) reduces to 
91Lk?( -9LX,)=%$JR_,t( -97&]%-;. (76) 
Using (73) and its formal transpose, one then obtains from (76) a strong 
relation between the primal and dual transfer matrices relative to gk, namely 
O-;(u”-l@qt( -~kl)]~~(=)=Po,~t(-Po,,)tr. (77) 
From (28), (56), and (74), or directly from (60) and (76) one deduces the 
generalized Christoffel-Darboux formula [7] for the first kind polynomials 
relative to G?7k; this simply is the identity (28) where italic capitals are replaced 
by script capitals. As an application, one obtains the generalized Trench 
formula [7, 8, 121 for the inverse of qksk i.e. 
3.5. Schur Parameters 
From the results of Section 2.5 specialized to the block Toeplitz embed- 
ding of 9” it appears that the formalism of Schur parameters can be extended 
to the case of a general matrix C?,,. Let us start from the factorizations 
where Z, and Z, are diagonal matrices of respective order p and q with 
diagonal elements A 1, while %,, %zL; are nonsingular matrices of order p, and 
V,, ‘%L nonsingular matrices of order q. Thus (33) is satisfied with A, = Z, j- r, 
A1 = Z,, U, = %2L, + I,, and V, = vk. The normalized transfer matrices S,(z) 
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and S;(z) relative to 9’k are defined by substituting script capitals for italic 
capitals in (34). From (71) one readily deduces 
Sk(Z)=sqzr+Sk(Z)]iL (80) 
As a consequence of (80) and its formal transpose it follows that the 
normalized transfer matrices satisfy the reduced version of (35), i.e., 
S;(n-‘)CZ,+(-Z,)lS,(z)=Z,+(-Z,). (81) 
On the other hand, a reduced version of (37) is readily derived from (80). 
Indeed, defining the first degree polynomial 
~k(~)=(&kt~k)-‘~k(z,t~z,)(“U,-li?r,-l), (82) 
and similarly %L;( z) by formal transposition, one obtains the factorization (37) 
with script capitals instead of italic capitals. Note that (38) yields 
~it;(~-‘)[Z,+(-Z,)l~,(z)=8,t(-Z,). (83) 
By definition, one has C%‘k(~)=%‘k(l)(Zp _t zIq) and ‘%i(z)=(ZP + 
zZ,)%;(l). On the other hand, it follows from (83) that 9Lk(l) and a;(l) can 
be written in the form 
where 6, is a p x 9 matrix and &; a 9 x p matrix such that Z, - &,Z,&; and 
Z, - &;Z,&, are nonsingular, while qok, Qhk are p X p matrices and Qik, 9ik 
are 9 x 9 matrices subject to 
%&&Gi),,, = (2, - &kx,&;) - ‘, qkZ,Gi),, = (z, - &;Z,&,) -I. 
(85) 
The matrices G,, . . . , G, and G;, . . . , G,!, are called the primal and dual Schur 
parameters of ‘G?,,. The comments made in Section 2.5 about the “uniqueness” 
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of these parameters will not be repeated here. Note that the Schur parameters 
E,, E; and the corresponding matrices Dik, Dl(k relative to the block Toeplitz 
matrix P,, can be obtained via 
E, = Q)k = qjk t r, Dlk = %k f 
together with the formal transpose of (86). As in the block Toeplitz case, it 
turns out that the matrix G?,, can be uniquely determined from its Schur 
parameters, for a well-defined factorization (85). 
Let us now explain how the Schur parameters G,, G; can be computed 
directly from the given matrix G?,, via a Schur-like algorithm. To that end it 
suffices to specialize (42)-(50) to the block Toeplitz embedding of 9,,; the 
result essentially amounts to replacing (A, E, D) by (X, G, 9) in (47), (48), 
and (50). Indeed, it is easily checked that the functions (43) degenerate into 
where I@,(Z) and $: Jz) are p X q and Q X p matrix functions defined from 
the (p, q>partitioning of S,, j(z)= CR’k(~)* . . CiLj+,(z)?R&z) as in (43), i.e., 
$Q, j(n) = z-‘s,opj(z) -‘s~~j(r), I#:, j(“) = Z&:tj(Z-l) -%:yj(z-l). 
(88) 
It is then readily verified that the Schur recurrences (50) reduce to 
with, in view of (47), 
&j = ‘O#ko, j(O)% E; = z,&, j(o). (90) 
To understand the Schur algorithm it is important to remember that the 
coefficients of 1, z , . . . , z k in the Maclaurin expansions of the functions q:(z) 
= Z&(Z) are immediately determined from the data $Fk(n), ‘$$z), qk(z), 
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and q;(z). More precisely, in view of (45) and (64), one has [ $:(z)]~ = 
[@i(z)] k with the definitions 
The generalized Schur algmithm consists in determining the Schur parameters 
F F and G;,...,GA i,“” n recursively via (89) and (go), starting off with the 
initialization G\(Z) instead of $:(.z). Owing to the property [#A(z)]~ = 
[&(z)]~, this does not alter the values (90) of the Schur parameters (see 
details in Section 2.5). 
3.6. The Hermitian Case 
If the given matrix ??n is Hermitian, then so is the block Toeplitz 
embedding matrix P,,. Therefore, as in Section 2.6, the formal transpose can 
be interpreted everywhere as the conjugate transpose, provided enough 
provision is made in Section 3.5 to keep the interpretation consistent with 
Sylvester’s law of inertia. To achieve this it suffices to assume that all matrices 
GAIL, have the same signature as PO,,. It then follows that all matrices %, have 
the same signature as C,. Hence our assumption implies the possibility of 
choosing %; = Qk and V,l = v;, in (79), provided Z, and Z, are defined to 
have the same signatures as PO,, and Co, respectively. Let us emphasize the 
identity G; = &, on the Schur parameters. The only general restriction on 
these parameters is that Z, - &,Z,G, has the same signature as 2,. 
In this last paragraph let us examine the case where 9” is positive definite. 
This does not imply that the embedding block Toeplitz matrix is positive 
definite, except when I = I,. Observe however that the condition above is 
always fulfilled: all matrices ?JILk are congruent to Z, = I,, and-all matrices 
%, to Z, _= I, i I’. From the positive definiteness of I, - &,Z,&, it follows 
that I, - &,&,Z, is a positive matrix (in the sense that its eigenvalues are 
positive). As in the block Toeplitz case, one is led to adopt as “canonical” 
solutions to (85) the expressions 
CD()),, = (I, - &plq - 1/Z, q/( = (I, - EkGkZl j ~ l’f (92) 
i.e., the inverse of the positive square root of I, - &,B,Ek and of I, - Gk&$i. 
Note that qok is Hermitian, while o?)ik is Z,-Hermitian. Note in addition that 
gr, can be expressed in the form qik = I, + &kqok(l, + qOk)-l?&,&,B,, 
from which it follows that qjtk(l) is a Hermitian matrix. _ 
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